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My main mathematical interests lie in stochastic analysis and related applications in finance
and management science. Currently, I am working on the probabilistic method on the
nonlinear integro-differential equations with Dirichlet boundary. In what follows, I will
summarize my past and current research briefly.

1. Past works

1.1. Computation of stochastic exit control problem. Started from my PhD thesis
in 2005, my early works was on Markov chain approximation of the exit control problem.
Compared to the conventional control problems, the main difficulty is due to the discontin-
uous nature of the exit time τ(ω); see Page 657 of Stroock and Varadhan [22]. In Kushner
and Dupuis [12] and several of our papers [15, 21], the technical assumption “The tangency
problem does not occur almost surely” was imposed for the convergence analysis. Although
it could be verified numerically in most cases, this assumption indeed puzzled me for a long
time due to the lack of rigorous mathematical proof.
Our first attempt in [20] was to observe its computational error by shifting around the given
boundary. Consistent to our numerical implementation, we proved its computational error
vanishing to zero as the underlying process is non-degenerate. This approach enabled us
to show that even with regime-switching diffusion, the tangency problem does not occur in
L1, and more interestingly it led to a convergence rate of order 1/2. However, it still did
not give an answer for the case with a degenerate diffusion.
It was until 2009, I was able to identify a sufficient condition for the tangency problem on a
degenerate diffusion. When I was teaching a graduate course on stochastic control theory at
USC, I used the classical book by Fleming and Soner [9] in control theory as main textbook.
Following exactly the same idea of a proof on dynamic programming in the book, I suddenly
realized that, the tangency problem does not occur with the underlying process presenting
a transport effect in outward-normal direction at the boundary. After being excited a few
seconds, I asked myself: How about in the absence of outward-normal transport then? By
capturing the extra stabilization with a random noise, we later confirmed that it still holds
without the out-normal transport under an alternative condition. More importantly, this
approach eventually led to our paper [4], where we provided a weaker sufficient condition
than that of Theorem 5.2.1 in the book Fleming and Soner [9] for the continuity of exit
problems.
Exit problems has numerous applications in option pricing and credit risk; these applications
often initiate new interesting math problems. For instance, we consider a problem on
approximating a path-dependent functionals arising from a barrier option.

Example 1. Let W and W h be a Brownian motion and its simulation path by step
h, respectively. If we denote by τ and τh their first exit times from a set O, then is
EW h(τh/2)→ EW (τ/2) as h→ 0? END

The answer is Yes if O is an open ball, and the general answer is dependent to the geometry
of the boundary. Note that τ/2 is not a stopping time and standard techniques in Martingale
theory does not apply here. Our approach is based on the mapping theorem together with a
series of error estimations with respect Skorohod metric in the path space; see more details
for instance [16].

1.2. Singular control problems in finance. During my postdoc period at USC, I was
interested in various types of stochastic singular control problems arising from mathematical
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finance. In the paper [14], we studied an optimal portfolio selection problem with an illiquid
cost. Compared to the existing literature with a fixed cost, the concavity of the cost in our
paper leads to some structural difference on the optimal control if it exists. First, we
showed that the problem could be reduced to an impulse control problem, and that the
value function was a viscosity solution to a special type of Quasi-Variational Inequality. We
also proved that the optimal strategy exists, despite the absence of a fixed cost, still in a
piecewise constant form, reflecting a more practical perspective.

Another problem I considered after moving to University of Michigan was motivated from
maximization of the out-performance probability over a random benchmark through a dy-
namic trading with a fixed initial capital. It also belongs to stochastic target problem in
control theory, proposed by Fernholz and Karatzas [8]: Find the minimum capital to beat
the market portfolio with a given probability? In [5], we showed the non-uniqueness of the
solution for the associated PDE, and the value function was characterized by the small-
est nonnegative viscosity super-solution, merely assuming the existence of the unique local
martingale deflater.
Alternatively, Neyman-Pearson Lemma (NP lemma) arising from statistics is connected to
out-performance probability, which was initiated by Föllmer and Leukert [10] in terms of the
quantile hedging. Hence, a natural question is: Could NP lemma solve any out-performance
optimization? After careful readings on a celebrated result of generalized NP lemma by
Cvitanić and Karatzas [7], we realized that NP lemma could not be directly applied to
quantile hedging due to the complex structure of the equivalent martingale measure space.
Finally, we identified an alternative optimality condition on generalized NP lemma, and
provided the equivalence of NP lemma and out-performance problem under mild conditions
in our paper [13], which was published in a prestigious journal Finance and Stochastics in
the field of mathematical finance.

1.3. Works in other fields. Although the main stream of my work focuses on stochastic
analysis, my general research interests are not limited to those (in fact, some of them
are fairly far away from any of those). For instance, in [17], our concern was about the
convergence issue of Finite Element Method on singularly perturbed equation, which was
cited by Franz and Roosörg [11] in SIAM Review as: We remark that an unorthodox way of
extracting useful information from the oscillatory central difference solution is described and
analyzed in [17]. In another paper [19], we also identified necessary and sufficient condition
for a class of consensus problems, which is a popular topic in engineering.

2. Current work

In the past two years, I mainly focused on the connection between stochastic control prob-
lem with a jump diffusion and the solvability of nonlinear Integro-differential equation of
Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman type. For further details, we refer to [18].

2.1. Motivation and literature review.

Example 2. Justify the the uniqueness and existence of the viscosity solution for Dirichlet
problem given by

(1) |∂x1u|+ (−∆)α/2u+ u− 1 = 0, ∀x ∈ O = (−1, 1)× (−1, 1)

with α ∈ [0, 2], and u(x) = 0 for any x ∈ Oc. For convenience, we write −(−∆)0u = 0 in
the above. END

A partial answer of Example 2 from the existing literature is given in this below:
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• If α = 0, there is no solution. Indeed, one can check that u(x) = 1− e−1+|x1| is the
unique solution of the generalized Dirichlet problem, but not a solution of classical
Dirichlet problem due to its loss of boundary at {(x1, x2) : |x2| = 1, |x1| < 1}.
• If α ∈ [1, 2], there is a unique solution by [2].
• If α ∈ (0, 1), there is unique solution of generalized Dirichlet problem by [23]. How-

ever, it is remained unanswered whether there is a solution of the classical Dirichlet
problem.

Our result confirms that the solvability holds for any α ∈ (0, 1), see more explanations in
the first paragraph of Section 2.5 and Example 4.

2.2. Problem setup. Motivated from Example 2, this work focuses on sufficient conditions
of the existence and uniqueness of the viscosity solution for Dirichlet problem of the form

(2) F (u, x) + u(x)− `(x) = 0, x ∈ O

with the boundary value

(3) u(x) = g(x), x ∈ Oc,

where the operator

F (u, x) = − inf
a∈[a,a]

H(u, x, a)− I(u, x)

is defined via operators given by

I(u, x) =
∫
Rd(u(x+ y)− u(x)−Du(x) · yIB1(y))ν(dy) ;

H(u, x, a) = 1
2 tr(A(a)D2u) + b(a) ·Du with A(a) = σ′(a)σ(a).

In the above, a ≤ a are two real numbers, ν(·) is a Levy measure on Rd, Br(x) is a ball of
radius r with center x, and Br = Br(0) for simplicity. To simplify our presentation, we will
use the following additional assumptions.

(1) O is a connected open bounded set in Rd.
(2) σ, b ∈ C0,1(Rd); `, g ∈ C0(Rd).
(3) ν(dy) = ν̂(y)dy is a Levy measure satisfying ν̂ ∈ C0(Rd \ {0}).

For some α ∈ (0, 2), if ν is given by ν(dy) = dy
|y|d+α , then ν satisfies the above assumptions,

and the integral operator is exactly I(u, x) = −(−∆)α/2u(x).

2.3. Exit control problem. The probabilistic counterpart of Dirichlet problem (2)-(3) is
the stochastic exit control problem to be described below. Loosely speaking, if Vm is the
objective function associated with a control m, then the value function V = infm Vm is
normally expected to be the solution of (2)-(3). It is noted that this approach shall not
work since Example 2 with α = 0 is immediately a counter-example. Indeed, a rigorous
proof on the equivalence between the solution of (2)-(3) and the value function V to the
exit control problem is not an easy task due to the lack of the continuity and dynamic
programming principle, see more discussions in [3] for Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation
without non-local operator.
However, the exit control problem still plays a key role, since we shall make use of Vm for a
particular m (but not V ) together with Perron’s method. To proceed, let’s first describe the
exit control problem with Markovian policy. We consider a fixed filtered probability space
(Ω,F ,P, {Ft, t > 0}), on which W is a standard Brownian motion and L is a Levy process
with generating triplet (0, ν, 0). We consider a jump diffusion controlled by a Lipschitz
continuous function m : Rd 7→ [a, a],

Xt = x+

∫ t

0
b(m(Xs))dt+

∫ t

0
σ(m(Xs))dWs + Lt,
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It is standard that X admits a unique solution that has a Càdlàg version, and we shall
always work on this good version. Next, we define the first exit time

τ = inf{t > 0, Xt /∈ O} and τ̂ = inf{t > 0, Xt /∈ Ō}.
Let Dd∞ be the space of Càdlàg functions on [0,∞) with Skorohod metric denoted by do∞.
For a given (x,m) ∈ Rd×M, we use Pm,x to denote the probability measure on Dd∞ induced
by Xt, i.e. Pm,x(B) = P(X ∈ B) for all Borel set B of (Dd∞, do∞) . We also use Em,x to
denote the expectation operator with respect to Pm,x. We are interested in the following
subset of Markovian policy space M defined by

M = {m ∈ C0,1(Rd, [a, a]) : Pm,x(τ̂ = 0) = 1, ∀x ∈ ∂O}.
The objective function Vm is defined as

Vm(x) = Em,x
[ ∫ τ

0
e−s`(Xs)ds+ g(Xτ )

]
.

2.4. Main result. The main result is pretty neat.

Theorem 3. If (1) M 6= ∅; and (2) u = g is a subsolution of (2) - (3), then there exists a
unique continuous solution.

Two remarks below shows that two sufficient conditions in the main result are in some
sense a necessary and sufficient conditions for the solvability. At the same time, it also
demonstrates how it could be verified practically.

Example 4 (A remark onM 6= ∅). Fix a constant α ∈ (0, 2) and O := (−1, 1)× (−1, 1) as
in Example 2; we prove the uniqueness and existence of by Theorem 3 in this below. This
proof would not be affected whenever the domain O is replaced by any open connected set
satisfying exterior cone condition. We first rewrite the equation (1) by

− inf
a∈[−1,1]

{a ∂x1u}+ (−∆)α/2u+ u− 1 = 0 on O.

For m ∈M, we set

Xt = x+

∫ t

0
m(Xs)e1ds+ Lαt

where e1 = (1, 0)′ is a unit vector and Lα is a symmetric α-stable process with a generating

triplet (0, ν(dy) = dy
|y|d+α , 0). The corresponding value function is

Vm(x) = Em,x
[ ∫ τ

0
e−sds

]
= Em,x[1− e−τ ].

One can directly check both conditions required by Theorem 3.

• If α > 0, then we take m(x) = 0 and the corresponding X is given by Xt = x+Lαt .
In this case, Pm,x{τ̂ = 0} = 1 for all x ∈ ∂O and thus M 6= ∅.
• u = 0 is a subsolution by a direct calculation.

This confirms the unique solvability for any α ∈ (0, 2). END

Example 5 (A remark on subsolution property of g). One can check u(x) = 1− e−1+|x| is
the unique solution of ODE

|u′|+ u− 1 = 0, ∀x ∈ (−1, 1) with u(±1) = 0.

However, by elementary analysis, one can show that there is no solution for

|u′|+ u+ 1 = 0, ∀x ∈ (−1, 1) with u(±1) = 0.

According to the main result above, one can see that the latter equation does not satisfy
the second condition. END
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2.5. Summary. Back to Example 2, one can easily show that the existence and uniqueness
hold for any constant α ∈ (0, 2] by Theorem 3; see explanations in Example 4. It is also
noted that the existence and uniqueness still holds for α ∈ (0, 2] as long as the boundary
satisfies the exterior cone condition, and it is a new result.

The contribution of this work is therefore the sufficient condition on the existence and
uniqueness of the solution for (2)-(3) provided by Theorem 3. In particular, the sufficient
condition in Theorem 3 requires the regularity of the boundary with respect to some con-
trolled process. When Dirichlet problem is given by purely differential elliptic operators
with C2-boundary, our result is consistent to Example 4.6 of [6] and [1]. Nevertheless, it is
also able to identify the solvability of Dirichlet problem for a nonsmooth domain when the
regularity of the boundary is known, and this is the case for a symmetric α-stable process
as of Example 2.
Finally, we emphasize that the proof of Theorem 3 relies on the continuity of the value
function of the exit control problem. In general, due to the non-local property, continuity of
the value function associated to a stopping time is much more delicate than the counterpart
of the purely differential form. Indeed, by investigating the continuity of the exit mappings
on the path space under Skorohod metric, we conclude that the regularity of the boundary
guarantees the continuity of the value function. This part is crucial for the main result, and
as far as the solvability of Dirichlet problem concerned, the methodology is original to the
best of our knowledge.
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